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Abstract
We show that for expressions of the form of an exponential of the sum of two non-commuting
operators inside path integration, it is possible to shift one of the non-commuting operators from
the exponential to other functions when the domain of integration of the argument of that function














−∞ dx f1(y) < x− ha(y) ddy | e−[a
2(y)x2 + b( d
dx





Here h is a constant and f, a, b, c are functions of single variable chosen that the integration over
x is well defined. In this expression a(y), c(y) do not commute with the derivative operator d
dy
in
the exponential. This shift theorem should be useful in evaluating Path Integrals which arise when
using the background field formalism. The crucial ingredient is that the integration over x be the
entire real axis.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In background field methods in quantum field theory one often encounters the exponential
of the sum of non-commuting operators inside the path integration. A simple example of
this type occurs in charged scalar field theory in the presence of a background field A.











= Det−1[M [A]]/Det−1[M [0]] = eiS
(1)
(1)
where for scalar field theory





The one loop effective action is
S(1) = iTrln[(pˆ− eA)2 −m2]− iTrln[pˆ2 −m2], (3)
where the Tr is given by
TrO =
∫
d4x < x|O|x > . (4)









[e−is(b−iǫ) − e−is(a−iǫ)]. (5)







2−m2−iǫ] − e−is(pˆ2−m2−iǫ)]. (6)
Consider the case where one has a time dependent electric field E(t) in the (for conve-
nience) z (or 3) direction. We choose the Axial gauge A3 = 0 so that
A0 = −E(t)z. (7)



















2−pˆ2z−pˆ2T−m2−iǫ] − e−is(pˆ2−m2−iǫ)]|z > |y > |x > |t > . (8)
2
Inserting complete set of |pT > states
∫
d2pT |pT >< pT | = 1 we find (we use the normal-







































and E(t)) do not commute with each
other. In order to evaluate this type of Path Integral it is quite useful to be able to shift the
derivative operator from the exponential to pre-factor and post-factor functions that occur
when we insert complete sets of states in order to evaluate the Path Integral.
In particular we would like to show that the following theorem is true: (in what follows
we suppress the integration over the variable “y”)
∫ +∞
−∞



















Here h is a constant and f, a, b, c are functions of single variable, such that the integration




dx f1(y) < x| e−(a(y)x+h
d
dy













Let us evaluate the left and right hand side of the above equation separately. For the left




dx f1(y) < x| e−(a(y)x+h
d
dy



















where we have used < x|p >= 1√
2π
eixp after inserting complete set of |p > states (∫ dp|p ><















































where we have used x = x2 − ha(y) ddy and the x2 integration range remains from −∞ to +∞.























This form of the shift theorem does not suffer from the formally infinite constant




We will explicitly verify the validity of eq. (16) by direct expansion of the exponential later
in this paper.












As a result of this theorem being true, one can the rewrite the one loop effective action








































where the z integration must be performed from −∞ to +∞ for the shift theorem to be
applicable . The shift in z variable in the above equation is not valid if the z integration
limit is finite.
This latter form can be used to evaluate the effective action which we will do in a subse-
quent paper.









])2 + B( d
dx





















where k is any arbitrary number (which can be upto ∞). Here h is a constant and f ij1 (y),
f ij2 (y), A
ij(y), Cij(y), are (i, j) dimension matrices which do not commute with d
dy
; Gij1 (x),
Gij2 (x) are functions of x and δ
ijB( d
dx
) is a function of d
dx
, chosen that the integration over
x is well defined.
This shift by derivative technique will be very useful when one studies particle production
from arbitrary background fields via Schwinger-like mechanisms in QED and QCD [1, 2].
Quark and gluon production from arbitrary classical chromofields is expected to be an
important ingredient in the production and equilibration of the quark-gluon plasma found
at the RHIC and LHC [3, 4].
This paper is organized as follows. In section II we provide general proofs of eqs. (10),
and (20) by using similarity transformation techniques. These theorems can be verified by
explicit expansion of the exponential at hand. As an example we verify explicitly in section
III. eq. (16) using a theorem we prove in the Appendix. We present our conclusions in
section IV.
II. SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATION APPROACH FOR PROVING THE
“SHIFT THEOREM”
In this section we provide a general proof of eqs. (10) and (20) by using similarity
transformations.
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A. Shift Theorem Involving Non-Commuting Operators in the Exponential

































































dx f1(y) < x| e−[(a(y)x+h
d
dy
)2 + b( d
dx











































dx |x > f2(y). (23)
Next we change the x integration variable to x′ where





With the above change in integration variable the integration limits for x′ remain ±∞.
Under this change of integration variable one also has dx = dx′. With these changes we




























































dx f1(y) < x| e−[(a(y)x+h
d
dy
)2 + b( d
dx














This proves eq. (10), and consequently the special case (16).
6
B. Shift Theorem Involving Matrices and Non-Commuting Operators in the Ex-
ponential
The above proofs can be easily extended to involve matrices. This will be useful for
evaluating path integrals in SU(3) gauge theory in the presence of background field. We will
prove eq. (20) in this section by using similarity transformation involving matrices.


































































































































which proves eq. (20).
This completes the general proof of eqs. (10) and (20) by using similarity transformations.
Since this ”proof” is rather formal and relies on similarity transformations that are not
very familiar, we will now explicitly demonstrate the validity of the shift theorem in the
case of eq. (16), by splitting the exponential of the two non commuting operators into a
single exponential times a power series and performing the integrations term by term in the
expansion.
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III. EXPLICIT VERIFICATION OF A SPECIAL CASE











To do this we will use a theorem which we prove in the appendix (see eq. (A21)) for two
non-commuting operators A,B










xiA B e−xiA] ]. (31)






































































xiA B e−xiA]]f(y). (35)
with x0 =1 and n=1,2,3...etc. Using the expressions for A and B from eq. (33) and per-
forming the x and xi’s integrations explicitly in eq (35) we find









































f ′[y]a(3)[y]− a′[y]f (3)[y]− 1
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(240a′[y]3f ′[y] + 280f [y]a′[y]2a′′[y] + 454a′[y]f ′[y]a′′[y]2
+11f [y]a′′[y]3 + 956a′[y]2a′′[y]f ′′[y] + 452a′[y]2f ′[y]a(3)[y] + 154f [y]a′[y]a′′[y]a(3)[y] +
360a′[y]3f (3)[y] + 92f [y]a′[y]2a(4)[y]) +
1
240a[y]2
(−960a′[y]f ′[y]a′′[y]− 200f [y]a′′[y]2 −
560a′[y]2f ′′[y]− 354a′′[y]2f ′′[y]− 320f [y]a′[y]a(3)[y]− 360f ′[y]a′′[y]a(3)[y]−
572a′[y]f ′′[y]a(3)[y]− 44f [y]a(3)[y]2 − 720a′[y]a′′[y]f (3)[y]− 252a′[y]f ′[y]a(4)[y]−
78f [y]a′′[y]a(4)[y]− 260a′[y]2f (4)[y]− 48f [y]a′[y]a(5)[y]) + 1
240a[y]
(640a′′[y]f ′′[y] + 400f ′[y]a(3)[y] + 480a′[y]f (3)[y] + 240a(3)[y]f (3)[y] + 100f [y]a(4)[y] +














(−296520f [y]a′[y]6 − 1071840a′[y]5f ′[y]a′′[y]− 1318026f [y]a′[y]4a′′[y]2 −
178880a′[y]6f ′′[y]− 355500f [y]a′[y]5a(3)[y]) + 1
13440a[y]5
(330960a′[y]5f ′[y] +
790440f [y]a′[y]4a′′[y] + 978240a′[y]3f ′[y]a′′[y]2 + 519880f [y]a′[y]2a′′[y]3 +
434040a′[y]4a′′[y]f ′′[y] + 306720a′[y]4f ′[y]a(3)[y] + 681360f [y]a′[y]3a′′[y]a(3)[y] +
45360a′[y]5f (3)[y] + 79560f [y]a′[y]4a(4)[y]) +
1
13440a[y]4
(−10640f [y]a′[y]4 − 553280a′[y]3f ′[y]a′′[y]− 434672f [y]a′[y]2a′′[y]2 −
9
185984a′[y]f ′[y]a′′[y]3 − 28261f [y]a′′[y]4 − 133392a′[y]4f ′′[y]−
186432a′[y]2a′′[y]2f ′′[y]− 168112f [y]a′[y]3a(3)[y]− 319232a′[y]2f ′[y]a′′[y]a(3)[y]−
212796f [y]a′[y]a′′[y]2a(3)[y]− 53664a′[y]3f ′′[y]a(3)[y]− 64804f [y]a′[y]2a(3)[y]2 −
20160a′[y]3a′′[y]f (3)[y]− 34560a′[y]3f ′[y]a(4)[y]− 89760f [y]a′[y]2a′′[y]a(4)[y] +
8904a′[y]4f (4)[y]− 7896f [y]a′[y]3a(5)[y]) + 1
13440a[y]3
(−2240f [y]a′[y]2a′′[y] +
84784a′[y]f ′[y]a′′[y]2 + 22232f [y]a′′[y]3 + 28448a′[y]2a′′[y]f ′′[y] + 152a′′[y]3f ′′[y] +
16352a′[y]2f ′[y]a(3)[y] + 56224f [y]a′[y]a′′[y]a(3)[y] + 19712f ′[y]a′′[y]2a(3)[y]−
37360a′[y]a′′[y]f ′′[y]a(3)[y] + 3296a′[y]f ′[y]a(3)[y]2 + 12400f [y]a′′[y]a(3)[y]2 − 6720a′[y]3f (3)[y]
−46032a′[y]a′′[y]2f (3)[y]− 49056a′[y]2a(3)[y]f (3)[y] + 112f [y]a′[y]2a(4)[y]−
5248a′[y]f ′[y]a′′[y]a(4)[y] + 7536f [y]a′′[y]2a(4)[y]− 27456a′[y]2f ′′[y]a(4)[y] +
5888f [y]a′[y]a(3)[y]a(4)[y]− 55776a′[y]2a′′[y]f (4)[y]− 8976a′[y]2f ′[y]a(5)[y] +
528f [y]a′[y]a′′[y]a(5)[y]− 13440a′[y]3f (5)[y]− 1320f [y]a′[y]2a(6)[y]) +
1
240a[y]2
(914a′′[y]2f ′′[y] + 1040f ′[y]a′′[y]a(3)[y] + 244f ′′[y]a(3)[y]2 + 720a′′[y]a(3)[y]f (3)[y] +
434a′′[y]f ′′[y]a(4)[y] + 184f ′[y]a(3)[y]a(4)[y] + 373a′′[y]2f (4)[y] + 150f ′[y]a′′[y]a(5)[y] + f [y](110a′′[y]2
+143a(3)[y]2 + 16a(4)[y]2 + 30a(3)[y]a(5)[y] + a′′[y](264a(4)[y] + 23a(6)[y])) +
20a′[y]2(12f ′′[y] + 31f (4)[y] + 6f (6)[y]) + 2a′[y](826f ′′[y]a(3)[y] + 920a′′[y]f (3)[y] +
258f (3)[y]a(4)[y] + 307a(3)[y]f (4)[y] + 138f ′′[y]a(5)[y] + 240a′′[y]f (5)[y] +
f ′[y](240a′′[y] + 414a(4)[y] + 43a(6)[y]) + f [y](90a(3)[y] + 88a(5)[y] + 6a(7)[y]))) +
1
13440a[y]
(−20160a′′[y]f ′′[y]− 13440f ′[y]a(3)[y]− 13440a′[y]f (3)[y]− 49280a(3)[y]f (3)[y]−
3360f [y]a(4)[y]− 35168f ′′[y]a(4)[y]− 41440a′′[y]f (4)[y]− 9632a(4)[y]f (4)[y]−
13888f ′[y]a(5)[y]− 6944f (3)[y]a(5)[y]− 20160a′[y]f (5)[y]− 8960a(3)[y]f (5)[y]− 2352f [y]a(6)[y]
−3248f ′′[y]a(6)[y]− 5600a′′[y]f (6)[y]− 896f ′[y]a(7)[y]− 2240a′[y]f (7)[y]− 112f [y]a(8)[y]) +
(






In the above equations a[y] = a(y), f [y] = f(y), a′[y] = hda(y)
dy






, f ′′[y] = h2 d
2f(y)
dy2
, a(n)[y] = hn d
na(y)
dyn
, f (n)[y] = hn d
nf(y)
dyn




f (n)[y]k = hn+k(d
nf(y)
dyn
)k. It can be easiliy seen that all the terms having odd powers in d
dy
are zero because of odd integrations in x (see the expression for B in eq. (33)).




are only in I1 and I2. We find from eqs. (36) and (37)





















(−7a′′[y]f ′′[y]− 4f ′[y]a(3)[y]−
6a′[y]f (3)[y]− f [y]a(4)[y]) + 1
2
f (4)[y] (40)
which does not contain any terms having two powers in d
dy
. All the terms having two powers
in d
dy
in I1 exactly canceled with all the terms having two powers in
d
dy
in I2. Similarly let
us look more closely at all the terms with four powers in d
dy
. These are contained in I2, I3
and I4 only. From eqs. (36), (37), (38) and (39) we find













(a′[y]2(12997f [y]a′′[y]3 + 6a′[y]a′′[y](4076f ′[y]a′′[y] +
2839f [y]a(3)[y]) + 126a′[y]3(62f ′[y] + 9f (3)[y]) + 3a′[y]2(3617a′′[y]f ′′[y] + 2556f ′[y]a(3)[y] +
f [y](6034a′′[y] + 663a(4)[y])))) +
1
13440a[y]4
(−28261f [y]a′′[y]4 − 4a′[y]a′′[y]2(46496f ′[y]a′′[y] +
53199f [y]a(3)[y])− 4a′[y]2(16a′′[y](2913a′′[y]f ′′[y] + 4988f ′[y]a(3)[y]) + f [y](102158a′′[y]2 +
16201a(3)[y]2 + 22440a′′[y]a(4)[y]))− 168a′[y]4(852f ′′[y]− 53f (4)[y])− 8a′[y]3(20188f [y]a(3)[y] +
6708f ′′[y]a(3)[y] + 2520a′′[y]f (3)[y] + 240f ′[y](287a′′[y] + 18a(4)[y]) + 987f [y]a(5)[y])) +
1
1680a[y]3
(a′′[y](a′′[y](19a′′[y]f ′′[y] + 2464f ′[y]a(3)[y]) + 2f [y](1428a′′[y]2 + 775a(3)[y]2 +
471a′′[y]a(4)[y])) + 2a′[y](−a′′[y](2335f ′′[y]a(3)[y] + 2877a′′[y]f (3)[y]) +
f ′[y](6888a′′[y]2 + 206a(3)[y]2 − 328a′′[y]a(4)[y]) + f [y](368a(3)[y]a(4)[y] + a′′[y](4053a(3)[y] +
33a(5)[y]))) + 1680a′[y]3(f (3)[y]− f (5)[y]) + a′[y]2(−6132a(3)[y]f (3)[y] + 658f [y]a(4)[y]−




(99f [y]a(3)[y]2 + 244f ′′[y]a(3)[y]2 + 184f ′[y]a(3)[y]a(4)[y] + 16f [y]a(4)[y]2 +
a′′[y]2(560f ′′[y] + 373f (4)[y]) + 30f [y]a(3)[y]a(5)[y] + a′′[y](720a(3)[y]f (3)[y] + 186f [y]a(4)[y] +
434f ′′[y]a(4)[y] + 10f ′[y](68a(3)[y] + 15a(5)[y]) + 160a′[y](7f (3)[y] + 3f (5)[y]) + 23f [y]a(6)[y]) +
120a′[y]2(3f (4)[y] + f (6)[y]) + 2a′[y](258f (3)[y]a(4)[y] + 307a(3)[y]f (4)[y] + 64f [y]a(5)[y] +
6f ′′[y](90a(3)[y] + 23a(5)[y]) + f ′[y](288a(4)[y] + 43a(6)[y]) + 6f [y]a(7)[y])) +
11
1120a[y]
(−320a(3)[y]f (3)[y]− 234f ′′[y]a(4)[y]− 260a′′[y]f (4)[y]− 86a(4)[y]f (4)[y]
−94f ′[y]a(5)[y]− 62f (3)[y]a(5)[y]− 120a′[y]f (5)[y]− 80a(3)[y]f (5)[y]− 16f [y]a(6)[y]−




(8f (6)[y] + f (8)[y]) (41)
which does not contain any terms having two and four powers in d
dy
. All the terms having
four powers in d
dy




This process can be repeated up to arbitrary powers of d
dy
and after adding all the terms in
the infinite series, we find each power n = k+ l found by expanding in B and organizing our
series in derivatives of the form a(k)(y)f (n−k)(y), k ≤ n then the coefficients of all the terms















This explicitly verifies eq. (16).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, we have shown that, remarkably, inside of integrals over the entire real
line one can shift the non-commuting derivative operator (not depending on the integration









) + c(y)] |x > f2(y) =
∫ +∞
−∞










as well as its extension to Matrix functions, where f, a, b c are chosen that the x integration
is well defined. This shift theorem should prove useful in the evaluation of Path Integrals that
occur when utilizing the background field method. A discussion of pair production from time
dependent fields which will utilize this theorem will be the subject of a subsequent paper.
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APPENDIX A: SERIES EXPANSION FOR THE EXPONENTIAL OF SUM OF
TWO NON-COMMUTING OPERATORS
In this section we derive










xiA B e−xiA] ] (A1)
where x0 = 1. We will prove eq. (A1) by two separate methods. First we will use a simple
procedure which is equivalent to the interaction picture technique in quantum mechanics
(see for example the text book of Ashok Das [6]) and then we will use another procedure
based on the properties of Beta functions.
1. Iterative method using the Interaction Picture Technique
Let us write
exp[−x(A +B)] = exp[−xA] S(x) (A2)
and then determine S(x). In the above equation A and B are two non-commuting operators
and x is a parameter which commutes with A and B. From the above equation we find
S(x) = exp[xA] exp[−x(A +B)]. (A3)
Differentiating S(x) with respect to x we find
dS(x)
dx
= exp[xA] (A) exp[−x(A +B)] + exp[xA] (−A−B) exp[−x(A +B)]
= exp[xA] (−B) exp[−xA] exp[xA] exp[−x(A +B)] = − exp[xA] B exp[−xA] S(x).
(A4)
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Hence the above equation
dS(x)
dx
= − exp[xA] B exp[−xA] S(x) (A5)
can be iteratively solved to yield








x1A B e−x1A S(x1)(A6)
where we have used S(x = 0) = 1 from eq. (A3). This process can be continued iteratively
to yield










xiA B e−xiA] ] (A7)
where x0 = x. Using x = 1 in eqs. (A7) and (A2) we find










xiA B e−xiA] ] (A8)
with x0 = 1. This proves eq. (A1).
2. Direct evaluation of the Power Series using the integral Representation for the
Beta Function
In this section we will re-derive eq. (A1) by completely expanding the exponential in
a power series in Bjj and then re-exponentiating using the integral representation for the
Beta function. For this purpose we write the exponential of sum of two non-commuting










where O(Bk) means sum of all the terms of order Bk.

















Using the following definition of the Beta function
1






















dx exA B e−xA.
(A12)
This linear order in B result is often cited in the literature [5]. Here we obtain all the terms
of the series in B explicitly by summing the series We evaluate the terms which has two













To obtain the terms with two powers in B in the above equation we put A=0 in (A+B) and



















(n +m+ p+ 2)!
AmBApBAn. (A14)


































dy exA B e−xA exyA B e−yxA. (A15)
Hence we find up to second power of B












+ O(B3)..... ]. (A16)









To obtain the three powers of B from the above equation we put A=0 in (A+B) and B=0























(n+m+ p+ q + 3)!
AmBApBAqBAn. (A18)




















dw(1− w)qwn AmBApBAn = −e−A
∫ 1
0
dx exA B e−xA
∫ x
0
dy eyA B e−yA
∫ y
0
dw ewA B e−wA. (A19)
Hence the series expansion of the exponential in B up to terms of order B3 is given by:
























x3A B e−x3A +O(B4)..... ]. (A20)
Generalizing this pattern we obtain










xiA B e−xiA] ] (A21)
which agrees with eq. (A1).
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